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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. General 
South Dakota bridge contractors utilize a type of temporary 
bracket on the overhanging portion of the bridge to support the loads 
resulting from the finishing machine and the freshly poured concrete 
during the construction phase of the br~dge deck. Figure 1 illus-
trates the way in which construction brackets are mounted to the 
bridge girder web. Numerous advantages in utilizing the temporary 
bracket technique are realized, such as simplicity of fabrication, ease 
of handling, and speed of erection. Moreover, these brackets are re-
moved after the completion of bridge construction, so they can be 
used and re-used again. The simplicity of the bracket structures and 
their reusable characteristics satisfy two essential conditions for 
economy in bridge design, namely, minimum dead weight and efficient 
utilization of steel. 
Some types of brackets are made of two channels and a pipe as 
shown in Figure 2. They are bolted to the bridge girder web at a 
position which allows room for formwork and the thickness of the deck. 
The web of a plate girder is a relatively slender compression member. 
Plate girder webs, as specified in the 1970 A-I.S.C. Steel Construction 
Manual are usua 11 y deep and thin and are designed to c_arry the shear 
in a girder (1).* Since maximum shear under a uniformly distributed 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the Bibliography. 
B 
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B. PAVING MACHINE LOAD 
C. CONSTRUCTION BRACKET 
FIGURE 1. Construction Bracket Mounted on Bridge Girder Web tv 
FIGURE 2. Bracket Type I, II and III 
l..,J 
load occurs at the supports, and generally decreases toward the center 
of the span, the maximum web section is usually required only at the 
ends of the girder. When the bracket is loaded during construction, 
as shown in Figure 3, a vertical shear force plus a couple are exerted 
on the plate girder. The web of the plate girder is therefore under 
the combined effect of shearing and flexural stresses. The magnitude 
of these stresses is practically indeterminate, and the factors which 
affect these stresses vary too greatly _to permit an accurate theo-
retical analysis. 
Considering the local effect of the shear from the bracket on a 
strip of web plate, the strip can be treated as a beam-column, the 
Euler's formula gives the following relation (2): 
in which 
p 
er. 
P = the buckling load 
er. 
E = modulus of elasticity 
1r 3.14159 
I moment of inertia 
L the effective depth between the two 
flanges 
The shear force compared with the critical load calculated from the 
above equation is negligible. The couple transmitted from the bracket 
4 
5 
FIANGE 
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FIGURE 3. Bracket Loads on Plate Girder Web 
causes deflection of the web and consequently also stresses the web. 
The deflected web causes a relative motion of the bracket downward 
which would lower the paving machine and result in undesirable thin-
ning of the deck slab as shown in Figure 4. It is important to esti-
mate the web deflection and stresses under the temporary bracket 
loadings to prevent excessive deflection and overstressing the web. 
B. Historical Background 
Plate girders or built up beams are widely used for long span 
structures. Newly developed steels and modern welding techniques have 
made such girders economical for spans over 100 feet. The erection 
6 
and construction costs are less for the_ plate girder than for the 
truss. Nowadays, the plate girder bridge is so popular that the United 
States and many foreign countries are widely adopting it. The plate 
girder bridge at Niagara Falls has three continuous spans each of which 
is as long as 450 feet (3). 
Three plates are used as the major parts of a plate girder, name-
ly: the top flange, the bottom flange and the web. The function of 
the flanges is to resist bending, while the function of the web is to 
resist shearing force. When the web is subjected to horizontal loads, 
it is deflected laterally. An extensive review of the available liter-
ature concerning web deflections under lateral loads shows no signifi-
cant information about the problem. 
Due to the problem's complexity, an exact mathematical solution 
is not feasible. Some designers apply a trial method, using the 
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FIGURE 4. Bracket Deflections After Loading 
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standard beam formula for a beam loaded with two concentrated loads as 
shown in Figure 5. Stresses are computed by : 
in which 
f = ~ 
z 
f = flexural stresses 
M = applied moment produced by two 
concentrated loads 
Z = section modulus of t he assumed beam 
The section modulus "Z" is obtained by the web thickness and an 
assumed effective width "b", . which is determined gr aphically by draw-
ing 45-degree lines from the points of loading to the fl anges as 
shown in Figure 6. 
z = bt
2 
6 
in which 
b= effective width a t the point under 
consideration 
,,, t = thickness of the web. 
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C. Object and Scope of Investigations 
In a routine design of a plate girder bridge, the structural 
engineer is mainly concerned with the gross area of the flange due to 
bending and the gross area of the web due to shear. The web de-
flections and stresses due to horizontal loads resulting . from the 
bracket during construction are not considered. The object of this 
thesis is to establish a mathematical solution which permits the 
prediction of structural behavior of the web for lateral loads. 
11 
The web deflection and stress which occur as a result of using 
temporary construction brackets are primarily studied. In this in-
vestigation, a partial differential equation is to be derived in terms 
of web deflection. Such a differential equation can be solved for any 
assumed boundary conditions. 
It would be rather difficult to obtain a solution for the dif-
ferential equation in closed form, if not impossible. In such cases, 
to resort to an approximate solution is inevitable. The finite 
differences method was chosen in this study for its simplicity and 
adaptability to electronic digital computors. Computor output will be 
arranged and tabulated for the purpose of comparison between analytical 
and experimental resu lts . 
CHAPTER II 
ELASTIC STRESS ANALYSIS 
A. Introductory Assumptions 
The bracket considered in this thesis is for temporary use during 
bridge construction. As soon as the bridge deck is completed and the 
concrete has hardened the bracket is removed. This chapter deals only 
with the analysis of the web stresses r~sulting from the horizontal 
loads transmitted from the bracket to the web. No stresses in the web 
-
as a part of main carrying member of the bridge are considered. 
The web as shown in Figure 5 is subjected to a couple and treat-
ed as a plate which is supported by longitudinal flanges and perpen-
dicular vertical stiffeners. In the analytical approach, it is 
assumed that the rigidity of both flanges and stiffeners are uniformly 
distributed throughout the web in the directions perpendicular to the 
respective members. 
The basic assumptions are as follows: 
1. The material is homogeneous, i.e., the physical properties 
of the material are identical at each point on the web. Further, the 
material is continuous between the outer surfaces of the web. This 
precludes the existance of voids, slits or other geometric irregular i-
ties within the web. 
2. The web thickness is uniform and small compared with the 
other dimensions of the assumed web plate. Thus, the stresses normal · 
to the middle plane of symmetry of the web, and the effects of the 
shearing stresses on the deformations may be disregarded. 
13 
3. The deformations of the loaded web are purely elastic and are 
in accordance with Hooke's Law. The straight lines normal to the 
middle surface of the web remain straight and normal to the deformed 
middle surface of the loaded web. 
4. The deformations of the loaded web are small. 
B. Governing Equation 
The differential equation which governs the small deflection of 
the horizontally loaded plate can be obtained by considering the 
equilibrium of an element of the plate as shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 8 shows the forces on the middle plane of the element. 
The distributed load over the upper surface of the plate is considered 
in the equilibrium of the element. The intensity of the external load 
is ·q, so that the total force exerted on the element is then (q) (dx) 
(dy). 
Projecting all the forces which act on the element onto the 
2-axis, and taking moments about the X and Y axes respectively, the 
final result will yield the Lagrange's equation (4,5): 
(2-1) 
261092 
S U 1..1 AKOTA STATE UNIYERS TY UBRARY 
IE dx 
(dy) 
a M.x: 
I\+ -- (dx) 
a X 
a Q 
X 
(dx) 
14 
FIGURE 7. Forces on an Element of Web Plate 
O __ + a~ (dy) 
7 ay 
a1-1,c 
M + - (dx) 
·x ax 
FIGURE 8. Moments and Forces on 
· Middle Plane of the 
Element 
a°x 
~ + - (dx) 
c) X 
in which 
x and 
f = deflection at any point of x and 
q = intensity of the external l oad 
y = coordinates 
D = flexural rigidity= (E ) t 
3 
2 
12(1 - µ, ) 
t = thickness of the web 
E = modulus of elasticity 
µ=Pois son's ratio 
15 
y 
If the external loading is a function of x and y, equation (2-1) 
can be r e-written as follows: 
(2-2) 
Equation (2-2) gives the relationship between t he deflection and 
the external loading of a plate ; it is a non-homogeneous differential 
equa tion because the function q(x,y) does not contain reference to the 
deflection , f. 
A funct ion f(x,y), satisfying equation (2- 2) is a solution of t he 
differential equation. - Generally, the solut i on is made by parts. Part 
1, represents the deflection of a loaded s trip para l l el to the X-axis . 
It .satisfies equation (2-2) and a lso the boundary condi tions a t the 
edges. Part 2 evidently has to satisfy the equation : 
(2-3) 
16 
Equation (2-3) is a homogeneous differential equation, because the 
unknown function is contained in each of the terms. It represents a 
plate under the effect of bending moment or line loads applied only 
along the edges of the web plate. 
C. Assumed Boundary Cond1tions 
The connection between the web and the flanges is made either by 
riveting or by welding the two parts together. In the usual case of 
a plate girder bridge, the longitudinal top and bottom flanges are 
rigidly wel9ed to the web. This provides an adequate shear connection 
between the flanges and the web. Generally, the intensity of rigidity 
of the connection depends on the span of the girder and the type of 
loading applied on the girder. However, a precise understanding of the 
extremely complex structural mechanism of the flange-web connection 
under large loading is still unknown, and some aspects of its structural 
behavior have not yet been sufficiently clarified. In this particular 
case, the load which results from the temporary bracket is small in 
comparison with the total dead load plus live load. In other words, i t 
is well within the range of the working loading. For this study, it 
is sufficient to assume that there is a fully fixed conLection between 
th~ flanges and the web. 
In accordance with this assumption, it follows that the deflection 
and the slope at the fixed edges must be zero (4,5,6). 
f = 0 
of 
ox= O 
of_ 
0 oy -
There are two kinds of stiffeners used on plate girder webs. 
17 
They serve distinc tly different purposes. End stiffeners are used to 
prevent the web from buckling or wrinkling under the effect of the 
concentrate9 end reaction, or under any large concentrated load ex-
erted on the top flange. The other type of stiffeners is the interior 
stiffeners which are used to prevent the formation of diagonal failure 
in the web. Theoretically, the interior stiffeners should be posi-
tioned along the directions of shearing force in the web. However, they 
are usually vertical, because vertical stiffeners can prevent buckling 
as effectively as diagonal stiffeners and they are simpler to fabricate 
than diagonal stiffeners. These vertical stiffeners are often welded 
to the top and bottom flanges, and this allows the web to rotate freely. 
Therefore, simply-supported edges between the stiffeners and web are 
assumed. Following this assumption , the deflection as well as the 
bending moment along the edges must be zero (4,5,6): 
f = 0 
in which 
D = flexural · rigidity 
µ, = Poisson's ratio 
D. External Loading Conditions 
The governing equation (2-2), 
18 
(2-2) 
External loading q(x,y) can be a uniformly distributed load or 
any other types of loading. 
1. Uniformly distributed loading, i.e. 
which can be expressed by a Fourier Sine series as follows (7), 
oO OC) 
q = q(x,y) = L. ~ 
JTFl n=l 
in which 
(q )(Sin ~)(Sin nrry) 
mn a a 
a and bare the dimensions of the plate web with respect 
to X and Y axes 
n=3.14159 
Mand N are intergers varying from l to infinity in 
increments of 1 
19 
A particular coefficient qm'n' of this series can be obtained by 
multiplying both sides by (Sin m'nxdx) (Sin n'nYdy) and integrating it 
a h 
from x = 0 to a, y = 0 to b. By noting that 
j a (Sin m'nx) (Sin mTlX) (dx) = O; when m' f m, 
o a a 
and 
j a (Sin m'rrx) (Sin mTlX) (dx) = a 
0 a a 2' when m' = m, 
it .follows, 
2. The external load is a point load. 
The point load Wis treated as a uniformly distributed loading over 
the length of 2 e, as shown in Figure 9(b). This simulation of loading 
is exactly the same as the actual point load action when e approaches 
zero. The loading condition over the span can be expressed in three 
regions as follows: 
(c - €) > X> 0 q = 0 
' -.. ,, 
q = Ji. (c + €) > x> (c - E: ) 
2 
a> X >(c+e:) q = 0 
B >I ➔ y . 
d ~ 
(,) 
~ 
(a) 
one unit 
d 
-----B ------
(c) 
FIGURE 9. External Concentrated Load 
(b) 
f\) 
0 
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Use Fourier Sine series to express the loading as follows: 
q(x) = q1(Sin fil) + q2 (Sin 2rTx) + ..... + q (Sin mnx) a a m a (2-4) 
Multiplying both sides by (Sin m'nxdx) and integrating from x = 0 to 
a 
a, it gives: 
q(x) U a (Sin rn'nx) (dx)]= j a (q1 ) (Sin TTX) (Sin m'nx) (dx) 
0 a O a a 
+ja (q )(Sin 2TTX)(Sin m'nx)(dx) + 
0 2 a a 
+j \ q )( Sin rnmc) (Sin rn 'nx )( dx) 
m a a 
0 
(2-5) 
Examining the left hand side, it gives: 
L.H.S. 
= 0 + (;) [ re+ (Sin rn'nx)(dx)] + 0 
e b)c-e a 
= (1£.)(.L) {cos [m'n (c -e: )] - Cos[m'n (c+e )]} 
2e: m'n a a 
= (1£.)(_a_)(2)(Sin m'nC)(Sin m'm;) 
2e: m'n a a 
By noting that when e approaches to zero, Sin m',,.e approaches to 
a 
m'TTe, equation (2-5) becomes: 
a 
L.H.S. = (Ji) (-a-) ( 2 )( m 'TT e: ) (Sin m' TIC ) = 
2e m'n a a 
Examining the right hand side, it gives: 
q = ( 2W )(sin m 'n c ) 
rn a a 
(W)(Sin m'TTc) 
a 
Supstitute the va lue of qm into equation (2-4), it follows: 
q(x) = (2W) [(sin !!£)(Sin TIX)+ (Sin 2TTC)(Sin 2TTX) + •••••• 
a a a a a 
+ (Sin rnTIC)(Sin rnm<)j 
a a 
22 
In the Y-direc tion,as shown in Figure 9(c), assuming a unit point 
load, q(y) due to the unit load can be expressed by the Fourier Sine 
series by means of the previously derived equation. By substituting a 
unit load for W, it follows: 
q(y) = [ (2)(1)] [(sin W)(Sin TI.Y) + (Sin 2nd )(Sin £I!Y) b b b b b 
+ .... + (Sin n~d) (Sin nf;)] 
Therefore, q(x,y) can be written in the following form: 
+ ....•..........•.... ] 
A computer program is given in Appendix B to convert the point 
load into a distributed load q(x,y) at each grid point. 
E. Choice of Method Approaching to Solution of Differential Equation 
Equati9n (2-2) can be satisfied by many functions. However only 
one solution f, yields a value which also satisfies the assumed boundary 
conditions of the web. These are the required specific values of the 
deflections (f), slopes ( 0 f, of), and curvatures ( 02f, o 2f, o 2f) 
ox oy ox2 oy2 oxoy 
corresponding to the geometric conditions and the values of bending 
moments and twisting moments (4,5,6). 
A general solution of the non-homogeneous differential equation 
(2-2) can be obtained by adding a general solution of the corresponding 
homogeneous differential equation (2-3) and a particular solution of 
the non-homogeneous differential equation. It can be expressed in the 
following form: 
(2-6) 
Geometrically, equation (2-6) is a solution by superposition of 
two kinds of deflections. f is the deflection of a web plate under the p 
24 
given loading q(x,y), possibly satisfying some but not all boundary 
conditions of the web plate and fh represents the deflection of the 
web plate with no perpendicular external load over its surface. Rather 
this kind of deflection is probably caused by line load, bending moment 
or twisting moment. Thus by adding the two deflections fh and fp 
together, a deflection of the actual loaded web plate is obtained 
which satisfies all boundary conditions. 
A particular solution, fp for a simply-supported web with a 
uniformly distributed load can be easily found (4) by the following 
equation: 
in which 
f = _g_ (x4 - 2ax3 + a3x) 
P 24D 
fp = deflection 
q = intensity of external loading 
D Et
3 
flexura 1 rigidity = 
12 
(1-µ 2) 
a = dimension of the web along X-axis 
E = modulus of elasticity 
t thickness of the web 
µ, Poisson's ratio 
However the determination of a general solution, fh of a homogeneous 
equation combined with f, which satisfies equation (2-2) and all the p 
25 
boundary conditions at the edges of the web plate is most difficult 
and often complicated . When peculiar boundary conditions are involved, 
the general solution cannot possibly be found. 
One of the most powerful methods in numerical analysis to find a 
solution of a ~rtial differential equation is the method of finite 
differences (6,8). This method of finite differences is found to be the 
most simple and expedient. The idea behind this method is to replace 
the partial differential equation and the equations defining the 
boundary cond itions by the corresponding finite difference equations. 
These finite difference equations are actually a set of simultaneous 
linear algebraic equations, which can be solved without mathematical 
difficulty. The high speed digital computer has made the solution of 
simultaneous equations practical and convenient. 
This method involves the selection of a grid point system in the 
plane of the web under consideration. Theoretically, the accuracy of 
the solution can be controlled by the number of selected grid points. 
The number of grid points is equivalent to the number of simultaneous 
equations used. 
F. Finite Differences Equations and Analog Patterns 
A solution to equation (2-2) would allow an accurate prediction 
of the structural behavior of the web plate subjected to horizontal 
loading in compliance with the assumptions . However, ~s previously 
mentioned, an exact mathematical solution of a ~rtial differential 
26 
equation is tedious and sometimes almost impossible, especially, when 
loading and boundary conditions vary from case to case. In such a 
situation, it is necessary to resort to a numerical solution. Equation 
(2-2) can be written in terms of unknown values of deflection f, at a 
finite number of points on the web corresponding to the intersections 
of grid lines. The spacing between the grid lines controls the finite 
difference interval of the equation. One equation is written for each 
grid intersection. 
Figure 10 shows a domain divided into a square mesh with 
b. X = b. y = h. 
The slope at O can be approximated in several ways. In general, 
any of the following expressions can be used: 
(a f) ~ f1 - fo 
ox O h (the first forward difference) 
(~£)a ""' fo - f3 = h (the first backward difference) 
(~!)o - f1 - f3 = 2h _(the first central difference) 
in which 
fo, f 1 , f3 are deflections at points o, 1 and 3 respectively 
and 
his the finite difference interval. (Refer to Figure 10). 
y 
l 
f 
9 
7 
8 2 6 
3 0 l 5 
10 . 4 12 
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X 
r3 fo 
f 1 r, 
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* )~ * ,- ~ 
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X 
FIGURE 10. A Domain Divided into Equal Intervals 
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t · 
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For particular situations, one form may be more accurate than the other , 
The first central differences are used here 
The Lagrange's web plate equation (2-2) is: 
This is a fourth order partial differential equation. In converting the 
partia 1 di ff erentia 1 equation to a fini t-e difference equation, it is 
required to have four grid points (Appendix A), beyond the point of 
interest O. · 
The mixed fourth derivative can be approximated by 
Substitute these approximate values of derivatives into equation (2-2) 
·this gives: 
-------
h~ [2ofo - 8(f1 + f2 + f3 + f4) + 2(£6 + fs + f10 + f12l 
( f f )] ~ q(x,y) + . f 5 + f 7 + 9 + 11 - D 
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Figure 11 shows the finite difference analog pattern for an inside 
point. 
Figure 12 shows a point of interest adjacent to a fixed edge; the 
finite difference analog pattern is found with the boundary condition: 
f = 0 
_of_ 0 ox -
f1_f3 
O; fl= f3 2h = 
in which 
f1, f3 are deflections at points 1 and 3 respectively (refer to 
Figure 10). 
Figure 13 shows a point under consideration adjacent to a simply-
supported edge. The finite difference analog pattern is found with the 
boundary condition: 
f = 0 
Figure 14 shows that a point under consideration is adjacent to 
fixed simply-supported edges; the coefficient of deflections of the 
finite difference equation is shown. 
0 
0 
FIGURE ll. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for an Inside Point 
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FIGURE 12. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for a Point Adjacent to a Fixed Edge 
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FIGURE 13. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for a Point Adjacent to a Simply Supported Edge 
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FIGURE 14. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for a Point Adjacent to Fixed Simply Supported Edges 
By using these analog patterns, equation (2-2) can be converted 
into a finite difference equation which contains the unknown de-
flections. By solving these finite difference equations, it yields 
the deflection at each grid point. 
The total deflection due to the couple in this study can be cal-
culated by the theory of superposition. 
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After the deflection at each grid point is obtained, the follow-
ing analog patterns at that grid point are used to calculate moments. 
The analog pattern for the moment at a point under consideration 
can be derived from the partial differential equations (4). 
(M ) = - D (0 2f + µ. 0 2f) 
X O OX2 oy 
It is a second order partial differential equation. The finite 
difference equation for this partial differential equation can be 
written as follows: 
in which 
D= flexural rigidity= Et
3 
12(1-µ 2) 
'---
E= modulus of elasticity 
t= thickness of the web plate 
µ, = Poisson's ratio 
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h = fin ite difference interval 
f 0 , f 1 , f 2, £3 , f4 are t he deflections at .points 
O, 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 respectively (refer to Figure 10). 
Figure 15 shows the bending moment for a point under consideration 
in terms of deflections of the neighbor i ng point s. 
Similar l y, bending along the Y-axis can be expressed in terms of 
deflections as follows: 
Figure 16 shows the finite difference anal og pattern for (My) 0 . 
Figure 17 shows the finite difference analog pattern for (Mxy) 0 . 
For this study, Poisson's ratio for steel wa s assumed to be 
0.3 (4). Subst i tuting the value of Poisson's ratio together with the 
boundary condition int~ the finite difference anal og patterns for (Mx), 
(~y), (Mxy), the following results are obtained . 
Figure 18 shows that a point under considera t i on is on the fix ed 
edge. The bending moments are written i n t he f igure. 
Figure 19 shows a point located adjacent to f ixed ~dge. 
FIGURE 15. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for Bending Moment (M_x) 0 
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FIGURE 16. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for Bending Moment (My)o 
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FIGURE 17. Coefficients of Finite Difference Equation 
for Twisting Moment (M ) xy 0 
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D 
(My) 0 ~ - If (o.6 )(f1 ) 
FIGURE 18. Finite Difference Equation of Moments 
for a Point on Fixed Edge with µ = 0.30 
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FIGURE 19. Finite Difference Equation of Moments 
for a Point Adjacent to the Fixed or 
Simply Supported Edge with µ • 0.3 
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Figure 20 shows a point located beyond two points from the fixed 
or simply-supported edge. 
Figure 21 shows a point located on the simply-supported edge. 
Figure 22 shows a point located on the simply-supported edge and 
adjacent to fixed edge. 
Figure 23 shows a point located on the corner. 
After computing the bending moments from the deflection, the 
corresponding stresses can be obtained as follows (4,6), 
in which 
t = thickness of the web plate 
Principal stresses can be calculated as follows (6,9): 
j (°x 
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FIGURE 20. Finite Difference Equation 0£ Moments 
£or an Inside Point with~• 0.3 
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(M ) • O y 0 
(M ) • 0.7D 
xy O 4H2 (-2f6 - 2f8) 
FIGURE 21. Finite Difference Equation of Moments 
for a Point on Simply Supported Edge with ii• 0.3 
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\ / ) / ..__ __, 
'· FIGURE 22. Finite Difference Equation of Moments 
for a Point on Simply S upporte.d Edge 
and Adjacent to Fixed Edge with µ • 0.3 
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FIGURE 23. Finite Difference Equation of Moments 
for a Corner Point withµ• o.J 
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CHAPTER III 
. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Practical Application 
The theoretical solution of the plate girder web subjected to 
horizontal force resulting from temporary bracket has been reduced to 
a problem of finding a solution for the fourth order partial differ-
ential equation, equation (2-2), which satisfies all the assumed 
boundary conditions. 
-A numerical method employing finite difference approximation 
(Appendix A) was adopted. The application of the finite difference 
necessita tes a grid system on the web plate. On applying this method 
to a plate girder with a depth of 44 inches and 44 inches center to 
center stiffener arrangement as shown in Figure 24, the web was divided 
in a system of six grid points at spacing of 8 .8 inches along the 
flange and 8.8 inches along the stiffener as shown in Figure 25. 
Let H be the finite difference interval equal to 8.8 inches, 
A be the dimension of the web plate along stiffener, i.e. 
along X-axis, and equal to 44 inches, 
B be the dimension of the web plate along flange, i.e. 
along Y-axis, and equal to 44 inches . 
.L..l.. 
(I) 
-~ ~ 
M • 
<l) 
.+l j] 
k-- 44i" * 44" ~ 
20' 
TOP FLANGE • 12 x t inch 
WEB • 44 x 5/16 inch 
STIFFENERS• 5 x 5/16 inch 
BOTTOM FLANGE• 13 x. 7/8 inch 
FIDURE 24. Dimensions of the Plate Girder 
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FIGURE 25. Arrangement of Grid Points on Web 
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The coordinates of each grid point are as follows: 
(8.800, 8. 800), (8.800, 17. 600), (8.800, 26.400), (8.800, 35.200) 
(17.600, 8. 800), (17.600, 17. 600), (17.600, 26.400), (17.600, 35.200) 
(26.400, 8. 800), (26.400, 17. 600), (26.400, 26.400), (26.400, 35.200) 
(35.200, 8.800), (35.200, 17. 600), (35.200, 26.400), (35.200, 35.200) 
The external concentrated load from bracket type I can be converted 
into distributed lo~d by using computer program No. 1 in Appendix B. 
The following consists of computer input and output with, 
A = 44.0 
. B = 44.0 
TT = 3 .141592 
H = 8.8 
E = 29000000. 0 
T = 0.3125 
Sigma=µ= 0.30 
The output gives the values of q(~,y) (ff) at each grid points. 
The finite difference equations are written at each grid point in 
terms of deflections of neighboring points and equal to the correspond-
ing value of q(x,y) (tf) as arranged in Table 1. The coefficients of 
D 
deflections, f 1 , f 2 , •••.• , fi6 in which the subscripts 1,2 ••••• 16 
denote the numbered grid points as shown in Figure 25. 
By using computer Program No. 2 in Appendix B, the 16 linear 
equations can be solved. 
Input 
Format (2F8.3) 
8. 800 
8. 800 
8. 800 
8. 800 
17. 600 
17. 600 
17. 600 
17. 600 
26. 400 
26. 400 
26. 400 
26 .400 
35. 200 
35. 200 
35. 200 
35. 200 
8.800 
17 . 600 
26.400 
35.200 
8.800 
17.600 
26.400 
35.200 
8.800 
17.600 
26.400 
35.200 
8 . 800 
17.600 
26.400 
35.200 
Forma t (F8.l, 2f5.l) 
6000 . 0 9 . 0 20.0 
Computer Program No. 1 
Output · 
Format (lH, Fl8.6) 
-5.298338 
-34.284180 
12.663481 
3.712505 
0.147833 
0.956588 
-0.353333 
-0.103585 
0.065498 
0.423818 
-0.156545 
-0.045894 
0.027905 
0.180564 
-0.066694 
-0.019553 
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Computer Program No. 2 
Input 
Format (6X, 14, 16X, 14, 14X, Fl0.6) 
16 150 0.000010 
Format (lOX, 6Fl0.5) 
20.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o -5.29833 -8.0 
21.0 -8.0 1.0 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o -34.28418 1.0 -8.0 
21.0 -8.0 o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 1-0 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 12 .66348 o.o 1.0 -8.0 
20.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o 
o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 3.71250 -8.0 2.0 o.o o.o 
19.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o LO o~o o.o o.o 
0.14783 2.0 -8.0 2.0 o.o -8.0 
20.0 -8.0 1.0 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o 0.95658 
o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 1.0 -8.0 
20.0 -8.0 o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 1.0 o.o -0.35333 o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o 1.0 -8.0 
19.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o 
o.o o.o 1.0 -0.10358 LO o.o 
o.o o.o .:.8.0 2.0 o.o o.o 
19.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o -8.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 0.06549 o.o 1.0 o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 o.o -s.o 
20.0 -8.0 1.0 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
o.o 0.42381 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 LO -s.o 
20.0 -8.0 o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 
'- o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 
/ -0.15654 
o.o 2.0 -s.o o.o ·LO -8.0 
19.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 -0.04589 
o.o o.o -8.0 o.o 1.0 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o 
o.o 
20.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o 0.02790 
o.o 
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Computer Program No. 2 (Continued) 
Forma t ( lOX, 6Fl0.5) 
o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8 . 0 2.0 o.o -8.0 
21.0 -8.0 L O 0.18056 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8. 0 2.0 LO -8.0 
2LO -8.0 -0.06669 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o 
o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o 1.0 -8.0 
20.0 -0 .01955 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Output 
Format (lHO, 8Fl0.5) 
-0.18172 -0.30843 -0.05174 0.01671 -0.15060 - 0 . 22012 -0.09273 -0.01737 
-0.07554 -0.11018 -0.06579 -0.02198 -0 . 01302 -0 .03037 -0.02277 -0.00903 
TABLE 1 
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLECTIONS IN SIXTEEN FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
Grid fl 
Point 
f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 fs f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14 f15 f16 g~~2Y~(H4) 
11 20.0 -8.0 LO o.o -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o -5.29833 
12 -s.o 21.0 -s.o 1.0 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o -34.28418 
13 1.0 -s.o 21.0 -8.0 o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.66348 
14 o.o 1.0 -s.o 20.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -s.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.71250 
21 -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o 19.0 -8.0 LO o.o -8.0 2.0 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.14783 
22 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o -8.0 20.0 -8.0 1.0 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 0.95658 
23 o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 LO -s.o 20.0 -s.o o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o LO o.o -0.35333 
24 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o LO -8.0 19.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o o.o o.o 1.0 -0.10358 
31 LO o.o o.o o.o -s.o 2.0 o.o o.o 19.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o -8.0 2.0 o.o o.o 0.06549 
32 o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 o.o -8.0 20.0 -s.o LO 2.0 -8.0 2.0 o.o 0.42381 
33 . o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 1.0 -s.o 20.0 -8.0 o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 -0.15654 
34 o.o o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -s.o o.o LO -8.0 19.0 o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 -0.04589 
41 o.o o.o -8.0 o.o LO o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 20.0 -8.0 1.0 o.o 0.02790 
42 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 2.0 o.o -8.0 21.0 -8.0 LO 0.18056 
43 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -s.o 2.0 LO -s;o 21.0 -8.0 -0.06669 
44 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o LO o.o o.o 2.0 -8.0 o.o LO -8.0 20.0 -0.01955 
(Jl 
(.,J 
By using computer Program No. 3 in Appendix B, the principal 
stresses at each grid points as well as those along flanges and stif-
feners can be calculated. 
The following is the computer input and output for bracket 
type I, 
Computer Program No. 3 
Input 
Format (l0X, 6Fl0.5) 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o -0.15180 -J.26624 -0.02401 0.02642 
o.o 0.06554 0.09153 0.02573 0.00113 
o.o 0.04962 0.11710 0.00392 -0.01664 
o.o 0.00490 0.05600 0.00924 -0.00694 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Output 
Format (lH0, l0X, 6Fl0.5) 
L 70819 
1.47502 
4.53312 
1.58529 
1.11672 
0.05514 
12.89434 
-10.46872 
1.45248 
6.15320 
-2.27802 
-0.37278 
22.52640 
-32.87527 
-3.30416 
· 19.20834 
4.40512 
-4.55700 
2.09816 
8.14017 
5.11539 
-4.59938 
0.83334 
-0.72198 
-2.12305 
6.20401 
1.17808 
-2.31264 
-0.81052 
0.62401 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.29730 
0.01272 
0.96927 
0.18164 
0.37466 
0.07810 
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Similarly, for brackets type II and III the stresses could be 
obtained from computer program No. 3. The stress at each grid point 
was shown in Figures 26, 27 and 28 for bracket t ype I, II and III 
respecti vely. 
B. Comparison with the Experimental Results 
The preceeding values as shown in Figures 26, 27 and 28 were the 
principal stresses on the plate girder web resulting f rom bracket 
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types I , II and III respectively . The distances between these stresses 
were 8. 8 inches apart which was the finite difference interval. As these 
stresses were determined analytically from limited grid points, draw-
ing stress contour lines is not feasible . For convenience, the com-
parison between the analytical and the experimental results will be 
made in tables in which stresses along flanges, stiffeners and at 
each grid point were tabulated . The experimental stresses at corres-
ponding points were quoted and interpolated from the previous work 
(10). The experimental investigation was made on a large scal e model 
plate girder in the laboratory at South Dakota State Univers ity. This 
investigation was part of the research project sponsored by South 
D?kota Highway Departmen t. 
a. Bracket type I Analytical stresses for bracket type I 
were shown in Table 2. It is noted that the maximum stress 
in the vicinity of the upper leg of the bracket was 32 . 87 ksi 
while the maximum stress in the vicinity of the lower leg of 
the bracket was 19.20 ksi. Comparing these stresses with 
. 
I I I I 
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FIGURE 26. Analyti cal Stresses on Web due to Loadings from Bracket Type I (ksi) 
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FIGURE 27. Analytical Stresses on Web due to Loadings from Bracket Type II (ksi) 
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FIGURt 28. Analytical Stresses on Web _due to Loadings from Bracket Type III (ksi) 
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TABLE 2 
COMPARISON BE1WEEN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR BRACKET TYPE I 
Ana lytical Experimental 
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Stresses Stresses Difference 
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) 
1.70 LOO 0.70 
12 . 90 7.00 5.90 
22 .50 15.00 7.50 
2.10 6.00 3.90 
2.10 1.50 0.60 
0.30 0.50 0.20 
1.50 1.50 o.oo 
10.50 7.00 3.50 
32.80 32.00 0.80 
8.10 15.00 6.90 
6.20 4.00 2.20 
0.01 o.oo 0.01 
4.53 2.00 2.53 
1. 50 2.00 0.50 
3.30 5.00 1.70 
5 .10 5.00 0.10 
1.20 1.30 0.10 
0.96 0.50 0.46 
1.60 2.00 0. 40 
6.20 7.00 0 . 80 
19.20 20.00 0.80 
4.60 11-50 6.90 
2.30 4.00 1.70 
0.18 3.00 2-82 
1.10 6.00 4.90 
2 .30 6.00 3.70 
4.40 5 . 00 0 . 60 
0 .83 4.00 3.17 
0.80 1.00 0.20 
0.37 6.00 5.63 
Q.05 s.oo 7.95 
0.37 8.00 7.56 
4 . 56 8.00 3.44 
0.72 s.oo 7.28 
0.62 8.00 7.38 
0.08 8.00 7.92 
the corresponding s tresses obtained experimentally, the 
differences were .s and.skips per square inch respec-
tively. More preci s e , the differences are within the range 
of 5 per cent . It showed that the results from analytical 
method and from experiment on large scale model were very 
close . 
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Meanwhile stresses at point al on_g boundary and close to boundary 
were small . The maximum difference between analytical and experimental 
resul ts along these points was 7 , 92 ksi . This difference was not con-
spicuous when comparing with the maximum stress of 32.80 ksi. 
The inconsistancy between analyt ical and experimental results were 
due to t he factors that top and bottom flanges were not identical and 
subjected to a small rotation which was controversial to the assumption 
that t he flanges were fully rigid. The f inite difference interval also 
contributes to the error as well as the r ound off error in the three 
different computer programs. Besides , the experimental stresses at 
corresponding points were obtained by interpola tion from the straight 
line between the stress contour lines which were in themselves 
approximately determined. 
As i t was noted before, the shor t est bracket was most criti cal 
and gave t he greatest stresses around t he concentrated loads. 
b. Bracket type II . Thi s is t he second bracket which 
was examined analytically and tes ted experimentally in the 
laboratory . The distance between two legs wa s 24.0 inches, 
s l ightly longer than tha t of bracket type I. It was loaded 
wi th an identical load as i n bracket type I. Analytical 
stresses for bracket type II were tabulated in Table 3 
accompanied by experimental stresses. The maximum stress at 
a gri d point close to t he bolt of bracket leg was 20.60 ksi. 
The stresses compared fa vorably with those obtained experi-
menta 11 y. The difference was wi t !tin the range of 1 to 7. 5 
per cents. Similarly to bracket type I, the stresses at the 
points along and close to the boundari es are small. The 
maximum difference between analytica l and experimental results 
was 5.89 ksi. This difference was small comparing with the 
maximum stress at a grid point close to the upper leg of the 
bracket. 
c . Bracket type III. This is t he last type of bracket 
which was adopted in the practical application of the analyti-
cal method. The distance between t he legs of the bracket was 
40. 5 inches, the longest among these t hree types of brackets. 
The l ower leg of the bracket was extended down to 3.5 inches 
from the bottom flange. Same externa l load was applied to the 
bracket at 42 inches from the plate girder web. Analytical 
stresses for this type of bracket were shown in Table 4 to-
gether with the stresses obtained fr om experimental investiga-
tion. The maximum analytical stress at the grid point close 
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Grid 
Point 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
50 , 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON BE'lv/EEN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR BRACKET 1YPE II 
Analyti ca l Experimental 
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Stresses Stresses Differense 
(ksi ) (ksi) (ksi) 
1.20 1.50 0.30 
9.45 4.00 5.45 
15.89 10.00 5.89 
2.60 3.00 0.40 
0.80 0.30 0.50 
O.ll o.oo O.ll 
1.95 2.00 0.05 
5.70 4.00 1.70 
20.60 19.00 1.60 
5.90 10.00 4.10 
4.80 1.00 3.80 
0.12 o.oo 0.12 
1.50 2.50 1.00 
1.40 2.00 - 0.60 
3.70 6.00 2.30 
1.20 5.00 3.80 
0.73 o.oo 0.73 
0.55 1.50 0.95 
1.50 2.00 0.50 
1.30 1.50 0. 20 
0.26 o.oo 0.26 
0.18 o.oo 0.18 
0.41 3.00 2.59 
0.19 o.oo 0.19 
1.00 1.00 o.oo 
0.82 4.00 3.18 
3.10 6.00 2.90 
1. 70 6.00 4.30 
1.30 o.oo 1.30 
0.30 o.oo 0.30 
0.24 1.00 0.76 
1.90 3.00 1.10 
3.80 3.00 0.80 
1.30 5.00 3.70 
0.26 o.oo 0.26 
0.02 o.oo 0.02 
Grid 
Point 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON BE1WEEN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR BRACKET 1YPE III 
Analytical Experimental 
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Stresses Stresses Difference 
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) 
0.93 1.50 0.57 
7.10 3.00 4.10 
12.20 10.00 2.20 
1.90 2.00 0.10 
0.70 2.00 1.30 
0.08 o.oo 0.08 
1.50 2-50 LOO 
4.20 4.00 0.20 
15-80 16.00 0.20 
5.20 10.00 4.80 
0.90 1.50 0.60 
0.09 o.oo 0.09 
1.10 3.00 1.90 
0.99 3.00 2.01 
2.74 7.00 4.26 
0.73 6.00 5.27 
1.20 o.oo 1.20 
0.05 2.00 1.95 
1.10 1.50 0 . 40 
LOO 2.00 1.00 
0.19 5.00 4.81 
0.13 5.00 4.87 
0.31 o.oo 0.31 
0.15 2.00 1.85 
0.76 2.50 1.74 
0.61 1.00 0.39 
2.40 1.00 1.40 
1.30 1.00 0.30 
0.96 3.00 2.04 
0.23 1.50 1.21 
0.18 1-50 1.32 
1.40 2.00 0.60 
2.90 2.00 0.90 
0.97 2.00 1.03 
0.15 1.00 0.85 
0.08 o.oo 0.08 
to the upper leg of the bracket was 15.80 ksi. This maximum 
stress was almost identical to that obtained from full scale 
laboratory model tests. As long as the stresses at grid points 
along flanges and stiffeners were concerned, the maximum 
difference was 5.27 ksi. The difference of 5.27 ksi was 
small compared with the maximum stress. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Summary 
The main object of this study was to develop a mathematical 
solution for web deflections and stress distribution due to horizontal 
loads. A differential equation which governs the deflection was de-
rived by application of plate theory. Based on the assumptions of 
two fixed and two simpl y supported edges, differential equations for 
the boundary conditions were derived. These differential equations 
can then be transformed into a set of simultaneous linear algebraic 
equations in terms of unknown deflections at grid intersections by 
the application of the finite difference procedure (Appendix A). 
The deflections at grid intersections obtained from the solution of 
the finite difference equations were used to compute moments in the 
web. Stresses at grid intersections can then be calculated according-
ly. 
The steps leading to the solution of the web deflection and 
stresses by using finite difference method can be summarized as follows: 
1. The web domain was replaced by a number of discrete 
points at equal intervals. The accuracy of the solution de-
pends on the number of grid points chosen while . the number of 
grid points depends on the computer storage available. 
2. Each grid point was assigned a number according to 
its location on the web in the matrix form. Thus deflections 
at these grid intersections can be expressed as (refer to 
Appendix A): 
f11 f12 f13 f14 f15 ............... 
f21 f22 f23 f24 f25 ............... 
f31 f32 f33 f34 f35 ............... 
3. A finite difference equation for each grid intersection 
was written by means of finite difference analog patterns 
(Figures 11 to 14 inclusive), and equal to the corresponding 
value of q(x,y) (W), which can be obtained by computer program 
D 
No. 1 lis ted in Appendix B. Deflections along the edges were 
assumed to be negligible. 
4. Equations from step 3 form a set of simultaneous 
algebraic equations. The unknown values are deflections at 
each grid intersection. By using the compu'ter program No. 2 
listed in Appendix B, deflections were obtained·. 
5. The deflections obtained from step 4 were used to 
compute the bending moment and twisting moment by means of 
finite difference analog patterns (Figures 18 to 23 inclusive). 
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6. Corresponding stress at each grid intersection can thus 
be calculated by computer program No. 3 from Appendix B. 
The above mentioned procedure was adopted and employed for the 
cal cu la tions of stresses on a plate girder web for three different 
types of brackets. 
The stress distribution patterns from the analytical method were 
compared with the results from experimental investigation. 
B. Conclusions 
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A theoretical analys is of stress distribution in a plate girder 
web due to horizontal bracket loads was presented. The numerical 
approach which employed the finite difference technique showed that it 
is a powerful tool to predict the structural behavior of the web. By 
using the computer programs, elastic stresses on the web were calcu-
lated. 
In order to obtain a running check on the analytical solutions, 
three different types of brackets were used to compute the stresses 
on the plate girder web. These three brackets were identical with 
those used in the experimental investigation. The results obtained 
analytically by the aid of a digital computer were satisfactory. The 
final results would have been improved if a finer mesh were adopted. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
L The numerical solution by finite difference will 
provide a very good result to predict the structural behavior 
of web plate due to the loadings resulting from temporary 
brackets during the construction of the bridge deck. 
2. There are many factors whi ch influence the analytical 
results. In this analytical investigation, it is theoretically 
possible to assume fully fixed or ideal simply-supported edges. 
However, in any experiment it is impossible to attain an abso-
lutely rigidly fixed edge. As a result, the partially fixed 
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edge would rotate through a small angle; such rotation will cause 
r eduction of the fixed end moment. If one of the flanges ro-
t ated , while the other remained rigidly fixed, there would be 
an amount of moment increase along the latter due to the rotation 
of the adjacent boundary. In the experimental investigation, the 
two flanges of the plate girder had different sizes. Therefore, 
it can be understood that the angles of rotation between these 
two flanges and t he web are different. The different angle of 
rotation was one of the reasons ·why inconsistency between the 
experimental and analytical results took place. 
3. The analytical computations were completed by using 
three different computer programs, with the round off error in 
the three steps ignored. Such round off error affects the 
analytical results slightly. 
4. Shear deflections which were not considered in this 
theoretical analysis are present in actual tests. 
5. The finite difference method itself is an approxima-
tion (refer to Appendix A). The expressions for first, second, 
third and fourth order derivatives are approximated by neglecting 
all higher order derivatives than those under consideration. 
6. The s ize of the finite difference interval contributes 
to the accura cy of the analytical results. 
C. Recommended Areas in Fu ture Study 
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The comparison was ma de bet ween the analytical solution and the 
experimental results which were obtained in the laboratory. Several 
assumptions and approximations were made in the developing of the 
theoretical method of analysis f or plate girder web subjected to 
horizontal load. Some factors , such as angle rotation between flanges-
web and shear deflection which were not counted in theoretical com-
putation were present in actual t ests. Local stress concentrations 
around the bolt hole were also i gnored in the analytical solution. 
The recommended areas for future study can be listed as follows: 
1. The present computer programs should be modified for 
studying wider stiffener spac i ng or deeper plate girders. The 
modi fication will enable the s tructura l engineers to ascertain 
the effect of concentrated load on pl ate girder web. 
2. Some designers nowadays l ike to eliminate totally the 
stiffeners from plate web. I t is recommended that this study 
be extended for plate girder webs wi t hout any vertical stiffeners. 
3. In this study, analytical method was limited to con-
centra ted loads . However, experimental investigation showed 
a large r eduction i n stresses and deflections if a backup angle 
were used in conjunction with the brackets. It is hereby recom-
mended t hat an analytical study be made for such type of brackets. 
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4. The computer program developed herein should be modified 
and tested for the bracket loads 4" from the nearest stiffener. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
8. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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APPENDIX A 
FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION 
APPENDIX A 
FINITE DIFFERENCE 
"Finite differences can be applied to the solution of those 
structural problems in which the physical relationships are expressed 
as a differential equation. Essentially, the technique employed con-
sists of replacing the derivatives of the differential equations by 
its central difference equivalent." (8) 
Taylor's Theorem (11, 12) 
Let f(x) be any function and suppos~ that it can be expressed as 
a power series as follows: 
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(A-1) 
Let x equal to x + h, substitute into equation (A-1), 
n n-1 
f(x+h) = ao(x+h) + a1(x+h) ·+ •····+an (A-2) 
By using Binomial Theorem, the first term, second term and so on 
becomes 
n-3 h3 
+ a on ( n - 1 )( n - 2) X - + • • • • • • • • • 
3! 
= a xn-1 + a1 (n - 1 )xn-2h + a1 (n - 1 )(n - 2)xn-
3 h
2 
1 2! 
+ a ( n - 1 ) ( n - 2) ( n - 3) xn-4 h3 + 
1 3! 
..... 
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Substituting the values into equation (A-2), it gives 
f(x + h ) = aoxn + a 1xn-l + ...•......... _ ....••••..••..••• 
+ n-lh + ( l) n-2 . . . aonx al n - x h + ..•......•......... 
+ a n (n - 1 )xn-2 h2 + a (n - 1 )(n - 2)xn-3 h2 + 
2! 2 
(A-3) 
f' (x) = 9[f(x) J = a nxn-l + a (n - l)xn-2 + a (n 2) n-3 dx O 1 2 - x 
+ a 3 ( n - 3 ) xn - 4 + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 
Therefore, equation (A-3) can be written as follows: 
f (x + h) = f(x) + f' (x)h + f" (x) h2 + f"' (x) h3 + .••••••• (A- 4 ) 
2! 3! 
Let x = p + (x -p) and substitu t e into equation (A-4) 
f[p + (x - p)] = f(x) = f(p) + f' (p) (x - p) + f" (p) (x-p) 2 + . . (A-5) 
2! 
In which f(x) represents the fun ct ion of x, f(p) is equal to the 
function of x at x =pas shown in Figure (29). 
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y 
X 
0 
h h h h 
k: ~ r- l '~ 'I 
X • p 
f 'I 
FIGURE 29. Finite Difference Derivation Diagram 
Let 
Yx = f(x), 
y = f(p), p 
yp+-h = f(p+h), 
Yp+2h = f (p + 2h) and so forth. 
Consider the successive points p + 2h, p + h, p, p - h, p - 2h. 
Substituting into equation (A-5), it follows: 
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2 2 3 3 4 4 
y = y + 2h £Y. + ~ .9__Y + (2h) .9._Y + (2h) Q_y + .... (A-6) 
pt-2h P dx 2! cix2 3! W 4! ci0 
d h2 d2 h3 d3~ h4 d4 
Ypt-h = Yp + h ~+ 2! dx~ + 3! dx + 4! dxa + .............. (A-?) 
h £Y ·+ h2 d2y - h3 d3y + h4 d4y -y = y - 2 3 4 • • • • • • • • • • · • • • (A-9) p-h p dx 2! dx 3! dx 4! dx 
(2h) 3 d3y + (2h) 4 d4y _ 
3! dx3 4! dx4 
(A-10) 
Equation (A-7) - Equation (A-9), 
2h £Y + 2 h 3 d3y + 2 h 5 d 5y + 
Yp-th - Yp-h = dx 3! dx3 5! dx5 
Neglecting the higher terms, it gives, 
s!,y~ Yp+h - Yp-h 
dx - 2h 
Equation (A-7) - 2x Equation (A-8) + Equation (A-9), gives 
h4 d4y 
2 - + 
4! dx4 
h6 d66 2 - + 
6! dx 
Neglecting the higher terms then d2Y it becomes: , 
dx2 
d2y ~ Yp-t-h - 2Yp + Yp-h 
dx2 - h2 
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Equation (A-6) - 2x Equation (A-7) + 2x Equation (A-5) - Equation 
(A-10), it gives, 
2h3 d3y 
Yp-t2h - 2yJJf-h + 2Yp-h - Yp-2h = dx3 
............... 
Neglecting the hi gher terms than d
3
y, it becomes 
dx3 
d3 y 2h 2yp+h + 2Yp-h - Yp-2h ~ ~ :..._p+~.:!..--...t:'.-~~~-~-...,_ _ ~ 2h3 
Similarly, Equati on (A-6) - 4 Equation (A-7) + 6 Equation (A-8) 
- 4 Equation (A-9) + Equati on (A-10), and neglecting the higher terms 
than d4y i·t · 
4
, gives 
dx 
d4y~ Yp+2h - 4Yp+h + 6yp - 4Yp-h + Yp-2h 
dx4 h4 
The above derivations show that a differential equation can be 
expressed by linear finite-difference appr oximation. If a function 
f(x) is a continuous function, and it is valid at any point, a finite 
difference equation expresses a relation f or a point under considera-
tion by means of the values of neighboring points. 
Theoretically, it is necessary to write down the finite differ-
ence equations for as many points as possibl e in order to simulate 
the original differential equation. However for the purpose in engin-
eering work , the labor could be saved according to the required 
accuracy. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS (13, 14, 15) 
C COhPUTER PROGRAM NO. 1 FOR CONVERTING POINT LOAD 
C INTO OlSTRIBUTED LOAD AT EACH GRID POINT 
DIM lNSION X(4),Y(4),QQ(4,4),SUM(4),Q(4t4J,SOM(4) 
RE AD ( l l , 2 0 0 ) ( ( X ( I ) , Y ( J ) , J = 1 , 4 ) , I = l , 4 ) ·-.~ ..... 
WRIT EC 12 , l O 2 J ( ( i~ ( I ) , Y ( J J , J = l , 4) , 1 = l, 4 ) 
H=E:o.8 
f:=C2<i000000.0 
T=E:0.3125 
S I G ~', A= GO • 3 0 
O=(E*T**3)/(12.0*(l.O-S1GMA**2 )) 
A=f,.44.0 
8=&44.0 
Pl=3.1415926535 898 
1 READ(ll,2 0l)w,C,UE 
WRllE<12,10 0) 
WRITE(1 2 ,10~) W,C,DE 
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF Q AND QQ 
00 3 I= 1, 4 
SUM(I)=O.O 
DO 2 N=l,30 
XX=X(I) 
2 SUM ( I ) = SU t-'. ( I ) C ( S I N ( N * P I* C/ A ) ) * ( S I N ( N* P I * XX I A ) ) 
3 CONTI NUE 
VO? J=l,4 
SOM(JJ=O.O 
00 4 f/i=l,30 
YY=Y(J) 
4 SOM(J) =S0M(J) & (SIN(M*Pl*OE/8))*(SIN{M*PI*YY/B)) 
5 CONTINUE 
00 7 I=l,4 
00 6 J= 1, 4 
QCI,J)=(4.0*~/(A*B) }*(SUM( l)*SOM(J)) 
6 CQ(l,J)=(Q{I,J) *H**4)/0 
7 CONTI NUE 
h'RITE( 12,103) ( (Q W(l,J),J=l,4), I=l,4) 
GO TO l 
C FORMATS FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT STATE~ENTS 
100 fORMAT(68HlCALC UL~TION OF POINT LOAD INTO OISTRI6UTED LOAD BY FOUR 
CIER'S ScRIES) 
102 FOR MAT (lH ,2f8.3) 
103 FOR MA T(lH ,Fl8.6} 
105 fORMAT(lH 1 f8.l,2FS.l) 
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200 ·FORMAT(2F8.3) 
201 FOR MAT(FH.l,·2F5.l) 
END 
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C COMPUTER PROGRAM NO. 2 FOR SOLVING 
C DEFLECTION AT EACH GRID POINT 
C 0EfLECTI0N DUE TO THE COUPLE 
C CALCUL~TE0 BY THE THEORY~□ F SUPERPOSITION 
DIMENSION A{20,2U), X(20), Xl<20) 
C READ ANO CHECK INPUT PARAMETERS, 
C COEFFICIENT MATKIX, ANO STARTING VECTOR 
l READ (11,100) N, ITMAX, EPS 
WRITE (12,200) N, ITMAX, EPS 
NP l = N & 1 
REAU (11.101) ({A(l,J), J = 1, NPl), I= 1, N) 
REAU (ll,1O1) (X(l), . 1 = 1, N) 
00 2 1 = 1, N 
2 WRITE (12,201) (A( 1,J), J = 1, NPl) 
WRITE (12,202) (X( I), I = l, N) 
C N0~MALIZE OIAGO~AL ELEMENTS IN EACH ROW 
00 3 I -::: l, N 
AS TAR = A ( 1, I ) 
00 3 J = 1, NP 1 
3 A( I,JI = A( I ,J )iASTAR 
C BEGIN GAUSS-SEIDEL ITERATIONS 
00 9 ITER = 1, ITMAX 
FLAG = l 
00 7 I = 1, N 
XSTI\R = X(l) 
X ( I ) = A ( I, NP l ) 
C FINO NEW SOLUTION VALUE X(I) 
00 5 J = 1, N 
IF (I .EQ. J) GO TO 5 
X(I) = X(l) - A(I,J)*X(J) 
5 CONTINUE 
C TEST X(l) FOR CONVERGENCE 
IF (ABS(XSTAR - X(I)) .LE. EPS) GO TG 7 
X ll I ) -= O. l *X ( I) 
FLAG = 0 
7 CONTINUE 
IF (FLAG .N E. 1) GO TO 9 
wRlTE (12,203) ITER,(Xl(l), I= 1, N) 
GO TO l 
9 CONTINUE C REMARK IF METHOD 010 NOT CONVERGE 
WRITE (12,204) lTER, (XlI>, I= l, N) 
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GO TO 1 
C FORMATS FOR INPUT ANO OUTPUT STATEMENTS 
100 FORMAT (6.X, 14, l6X, 14, 14X, FlQ.6) 
1 Cl F O t'. _.,t AT ( l OX, 6 F l O. 5 ) 
200 FORMAT (72Hl SOLUTIO~ OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSS-SE 
lICEL METhOD, WITH/ lHO, 5X, 9HN = , 14/ 
2 6X, 9HlT~AX = , 14/ 6X, 9HEPS = , Fl0.5/ 47HO THE COEFFICIENT 
3 MATRIX A(l,l) ••• A(N&l,N&l) 1S) 
20 l FORMAT ( lHO, 13H0.5) 
2 0 2 F O R 1-: AT ( 3 6 H O T H E S TA :{ T I N G V EC TO R X ( l) • • • X ( N ) I S / ( l H O , 8 F l O • 5 ) ) 
203 FORM.AT ( 35HO PROCEOLRE CONVE:l,GED, WITH l TER = , 14/ 
C 32h0 SOLUTION VECTOR X(l) ••• X(N) IS/ (lHO, 8Fl0.5)) 
204 FO~MAT ( 16HO ,\JO CONVERGENCE/ lOHO ITER · = , 14/ 
C 31HO CURRENT VECTO~ X(l) ••• X(N) IS/ (lHO, 8FlQ.5)J 
ENO 
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C COMPUTER PROGRAM rm. 3 FOR CALCULATING 
C PRINCIPAL STRESS AT EACH GRID POINT 
DIMENSION F( 36), AX(36), AY(36), Al(36), A2l36), PS1C36), P.S2(36), 
C AX Y ( 36) 
l REA0(ll,100) (F(I), I=l,36) 
WRITE(l2,20UJ (Fll), I=l,36) 
H= &8. 8 
E=f.29000000.0 
T=&0.3125 
S l Gt-iA=&O. 30 
O=(E*T**3)/( 12.0*( l.O-SIGMA**2)) 
t-lH = -0/H**2 
HhH=D*(l.0-5IGMA)/(4.0*H**2) 
ZR=6 .0/T**2 
WRITE( 12,201) D, HH, HHH, ZR 
AX(l) = 0.0 
AY(l) = 0.0 
AXY(l) = HHH*F(8) 
AX(2) = HH*0.6*F(8) 
AY(2) = HH*2.0*F(8) 
AX Y ( 2) = O.O 
AX(3) = HH*U.6*F(9) 
AY(3) = HH*2.0*F(9) 
AXY(3) = O.O 
AX ( 4) = HH*O. 6*F ( l O) 
AY(4) = HH*2.0*F(l0) 
AXY(4) = O.O 
AX(5) = HH*0.6*F(ll) 
AY(~) = HH*2.0*F{ll) 
AX Y ( 5) = 0 • 0 
AX ( 6) = 0. 0 
AY{6) = 0.0 
AXY(6) = HHh*(-F(ll)) 
AX ( 7) = 0. 0 
AV( 7) = C.0 
AXY{7) = HHH*(-2.0*F(l4)) 
AX(B) = HH*(F(9) i 0.3*F(l4) - 2.6*F(8)) 
AY{8) = HH*(F(14) & 0.3*F(9) - 2.6*F(8)) 
AX Y ( 8 ) ~ ~i H H * F l l 5 ) 
AX(9) = HH*(F(8) f.. F( 10) & 0.3*F( 15) - 2.6*F(9)) 
AY(9) = HH*(F(l5) & 0.3*F(8) ~ 0.3*F(l0) - 2.6*F(9)) 
AXY(9) HHH*(f(l6) - F(l4)) 
AX ( l C ) = H H * ( F ( 9 ) f.. F ( 11 ) f.. 0 • 3 * F ( 16 ) - 2. 6 * F ( l O ) ) 
AY(lO) = HH*CF(l6) f.. 0.3*F(9) f.. 0.3*F(ll) - 2.6*F(l0)) 
AXY ( 10 ) = HHH * ( F ( l 7) - F ( 15) ) 
AX(ll) = HH*(F(lO) & 0.3*F(17) - 2.6*F(ll)) 
AY(ll) = HH*(F(l7) f.. F(lC) - 2.6*F(ll)) 
AXY(ll) = HHh*(-F(l6)) 
AX(l2) = O.O 
AY( 12) = O.O 
AXY(l2) = HHH*(-F(17)) 
AX ( 13) = 0. 0 
AY(l3) = 0.0 
AXY(l3) = HHH*(2.0*F{20) - 2.0*f(S)) 
AX(l4) = HH*(F(LS) & 0.3*F(8) & 0.3*f(20) - 2.6*f(l4)) 
AY(l4) = hH*(F(8) & F(20) & 0.3*F{l5J - 2.6*F(l4)) 
AXY(l4) = HHH*(F(21) - F(9)) 
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AX(l5) = HH*(f(l4) f. F(l6) f.. 0.3*F(9) & Q.3*F(21> - 2.6*F(l5)) 
AY(l5) = HH*(F( 9 ) & F(21) & 0.3*F(l4) & 0.3~f(l6) - 2.6*f(l5)) 
AXY(l5) -= HHH*(F(8) f. F(22) - F(lO) - F(20)) 
AX( 16) = HH*( F( 15) C F (17) f. O. 3~F (10) t 0.3*F(22) - 2.6*F( 16)) 
AY(16) = HH*(f{lO) & F(22) f. O.J*F(l5) t Q.3~F(l7) - 2.6*F(l6)) 
AXY(l6) = HHH*(F(9) & F(23) - F(ll) - F(Zl)) 
AX(l7) = HH*(F(l6) f. 0.3*F(ll) f.. 0.3*F{23) - 2.6*F(l7)) 
AY(l7) = HH*(F(ll) & F(23) & 0.3*F(l6) - 2.&*F(l7)) 
AXY(l7) = HHH*(F(lO) - F(22)) 
AX ( 18) = 0. 0 
A't(l8) = O.O 
AXY(l8) = HHH*(2.0*F(ll) - 2.0*F(23)) 
AX ( l 9) = O. 0 
· AY(l9) = o.O 
AXY( 19) = Ht-lH*(2.0*F(26) - 2.0*F(l4)) 
AX(20) = HH*(F(21) & 0.3*F(l4) & 0.3*Fl26) - 2.6*F(20)) 
AY(20) = HH*(F(l4) & F(20) & 0.3*F(21) - 2.6*f(20)) 
AXY(20) = HHH*{F(27) - F(l5)) 
AX(21) = HH*(F(20) l F(22) £. 0.3*F(l5) & 0.3~F(27) - 2.6*F(21)) 
AY(21) = HH*(F(lS) & F(27) & 0.3*F(20) & 0.3*F(22) - 2.6*F(21)) 
AXY(21) = Hl-lh*(F(l4) & Fl28) - F(l6) - F(26)) 
AX(22) = HH*CF(21) f. F(23) & 0.3*F(l6} & 0.3*F(28) 2.6*F(22)) 
AY(22) = HH*(F(l6) & F(28) f.. 0.3*F(2ll & 0.3*F(23) - 2.6,.-c f(22)) 
AXY(22) =HHH*(f( 15) f. F(29) - F(l?) - F(27)) 
AX(23) = HH*{f(22) & 0.3*F(l7) & 0.3*F(29) - 2.6*F(23)) 
AY(23) = Ht-!*{F(l7l f. F(29) & 0.3*f(22) - 2.6*f(23)) 
AXY(23) hHH*(f(l6) - F(28)) 
AX(24) = C.O 
AY(24) = O.O 
AXY(24) = HHH*(2.0*F(l7) - 2.0*F(29}) 
AXl.25) = 0.0 
AYl25) = 0.0 
AXY(25 ·) = HHH*(-2.0*F(20)) 
AX(26) = HH*(F(27) & 0.3*F(20) - 2.6*F(26)) 
AY(26) = HH*(F(20) f. 0.3*F(27) - 2.6*F(26)) 
AXY(26) = HHH*(-F(21}) 
AX(27) = HH*(F(26) f. F(28) f. 0.3*F(21) - 2.6*f(27)) 
AY(27) = HH*{F(2l) f. 0.3*F(26J & 0.3*F(28) - 2.6*F(27)) 
AXY(27) = HHH*{F(20) - F(22)) 
AX(28) = HH*(F(27) & F(29) t 0.3*F(22) - 2.6*F(28)) 
AY(28) = HH*(F(22) & 0.3*F(27) f. 0.3*F(29) - 2.6*F(28)) 
AXY(28) = HHH*(F(21) - f(23)) 
AX(29) = HH*(F(ZB) & 0.3*F(23) - 2.6*F(29)) 
AY(2CJ) = HH*lF(?.3) & 0.3*F(28) - 2.c*F(29)) 
AXY(29) = HHH*(f(22)) 
AX ( 30) = 0. 0 
AY(30) = O.O 
AXY( 30) = r.HH*(2.0*f( 23)) 
AX ( 31) = 0. 0 
AY(3l) = O.O 
AXY(31) = HHH*(-F{26)) 
AX(32) = HH*l0.6*F(26)) 
AY(32) = HH*(2.0*F(26)) 
AXY(32) = O.O 
AX(33) = HH*(0.6*F(27)) 
AY(33) = HH*(2.0*F(27)) 
AXY(33) = 0.0 
AX(34) = HH*(0.6*F(28)) 
AY(34} = HH*(2.C*F(28)) 
AXY l 3Ltl = C. 0 
AX(35) = H~*(0.6*F(29)) 
AY(35) = HH*(2.0*F(29)) 
AXY{35) = O.O 
AX(36) = 0.0 
AY(36) = O.O 
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AXY( 36) = Hr.H*(f(29)) 
OU 2 I=l,36 
A 1( I ) = (AX ( l ) iA Y ( l ) ) / 2. Of. SQRT (AB 5 ( ( AX ( I )-A Y ( I ) ) /2 • 0 & ( AX Y ( 1 ) ) * * 2 ) ) 
A 2 ( l ) = ( AX ( 1 ) t A Y ( l ) ) / 2 • 0- SQRT ( A 8 S ( l AX l I ) -A Y ( I ! ) / 2. 0 & {AX Y ( 1 ) ) * * 2 ) ) 
r 
P S l ( I ) = !\ 1 ( I ) * Z R / l O O O • 0 
PS2(J)=A2(l)*ZR/lOOO.O 
2 CONTINUE 
~-I R 1 r l: ( l 2 , 2 0 8 ) 
WRITE( 12,203)(PS1( I), I=l,36) 
GO fO l 
100 FUR P AT( !OX, 6Fl0.5) 
2 0 0 FOR ~1 A T ( l HO , l O X , 6 F l O • 5 ) 
201 FUR MAT(lHl, lUX, 4Fl6.S) 
203 FQR~ AT(lHO, l OX, 6F16.S) 
208 FORMAT( lHl, lOX, 26H \'ALUE OF PRINCIPAL STRESS) 
ENO 
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